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ABSTRACT

A numerical model of a convective storm is used to �enerate

condi tions in which the study of the f:rowth and trajectories of

hailstones is made. The model consists of a one-dimensional, .time

dependent sy.:;tem in which adiabatic conditions are asswned to exist.

It was designed for conditions existing in the Texas panh�ndle
Oklahop.B re�ion ��th a maximum vertical velocity of 30 m sec-l.

The hailstone :To\'Jth equations used in tbe computations account

for wet ;:tovJth, dry !:�roh'th, and melting of the hailstone. Four sizes

of hail enbryos consisting of frozen droplets are cor.sidered starting

at six different heights resulting in twentyfour hailstones. The

embr-yos are produced by the cloud.

Resul t.s indicate that hails tones wou.Id reach the p,round ",Ii th a

diameter of 1.00 em within fifteen minutes of precipitation forr.�tion

in the cloud and have an internal ring structure characteristic of

naturally occurin.: htii.lstones.
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NUJ'.lERICAL �ODELmG OF HAILSTCNE GRO'vlrH AND TRAJ ::':CTORY

1. Introduction

The processes involved in hail formation have long been a subject
of study. In the 17th century, Rene Descartes, noting that hailstones

often have snow in the r.ri.ddle, speculated that large hailstones are

formed because the winds drove numerous snowflakes together, which

then partly thawed and a�ain froze. Later in history, Alessandro

Volta proposed that hailstones bounce up and down above the top of

the clouds by electric repulsion until they reach such a size that

the electrical forces can no longer suspend them and they fall to the

ground. Today, progressine much beyond these early speculations, we

attempt to describe with basic physical laws what appears to be

oc cur i.nrt in hailstorms. In order to achieve quantitative results, we

use nuner-i cal modeling which s irruLa tes the hail grovlrth process.

�he purpose of this study was to describe the erowth and

trajectories of hailstones in conditions generrtted by a numerical

model of a convective storm. !he numerical model initiated by

T)r. P. Das, was developed by Smith (1973) at 'Texas A?:..J'� University

and consists of a one-dimensional, time-dependent system in which

adiabatic conditions are assumed to exist. �he model, originally

conSidering only size classes of hailstones as a group, was expanded
to five the life historJ of certain individual hailstones.

2. Review of the Literature

The earliest model of hailstone growth, offered by r.any workers,
was the rnul tiple .incur-s i o-i model which had its basis in the intern,ql

rine v�ttern of most hailstones. Hailstones are observed to consist

0f a L t.e rna te rines of clear and opaque ice wi th three or four layers
b(�ir:G the most common number. It was be'Li.eved that during its

The cit�tions on the follo'Ning pages follow the style of the
Journ�l of the At�osnheric Sciences.
------- -- --- -----------
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growth pAriod, the hailstone oscillated around the O°C level, the

or;;tque .i c e beinr; dcpos i ted while it was above the I'reez ing level and

the clear ice while it was below.

Schumann (1938) provided a careful, analytical decription of

the ace ret i on of Liou i.d W�l +er by a hai Ls tone as it fell t.hrough a

c l oud , :�e dc nc r ibod the growth proc es.s as be in= "dr-y " or "viet" in

which the n:}ture of th0 ice deposited, whether onaque or cler1.r, W-3.S

determined by a heat balance �t the surface of the hailstone. Ludlam

(1 q58), following these ideas, found that one simple up-and-down

trajectory was sufficient to produce a hailstone wi th an Ln t.emaL

ring prtttern. To allow for the �roTNth of lr1.rge hailstones, Browning
and Ludlam (1962) proposed a model in which wind shear and the

resultine tilted updraft allowed for the recycling of hailstones more

than once in an upd r-af't. twisting upward around the downd raf't.,

Another attempt to account for large hailstone growth in a short

amount of time was t�at of Hitschfield and Douglas (1963) wno

postulated the accumu]ation of rain water leading to high water

conte�ts in the cloud. Sulakvelidze et al. (1967) also included the

accurrn La tion zone in their model, t.rapoed in the upcer part of the

cloud above the level of maximum vertical velocities. Gokhale (1975)
recently has shown that multiple fluctuations on the updraft and the

resultiru(ch,qnr;es in t.he ambient temperature of the hailstone, are

capable of expl.a iru.ng the multi- layered structure of hailstones and

larRe variations in the liquid-water content are not required.

3. The Cloud ],·1odel

General Conditions. Cloud formation is simulated numerically in

an environment which is constant wi th respect to time and whose

paraneters, for ey�ple, temperature, water-vapor content, and

pres sure , vary only wi th alti tude. The cloud on the other hand,
ve ri e s wi. th both altitude and time. This dependence on time produces
a �8re realistic situation in which the hailstones prow. A time step

of ten seconds Wd.S used between each series of compu ta tions.



The r.odol was designed for conditions existing in the Texas

p.mhandLe -Ok Lahoma re[jion on days of extensive hailstorms. The cloud

base \�3 assumed to be at 1500 meters and 17° C. The maximum vertical

velocity of 30 meters per second \�s modelled as located initially

at a height of 9500 meters with the cloud top set at 13,500 meters.

Initially there is no precipitation in the cloud. Precipitation
f'orrm tion is ini t.ia t.ed at time zero and grows according to proces se s

reco�nized by cloud physicists.

'/ertical Veloci ty. A time-height cross section of vertical

veloci ty is shown in Fig. 1 in which vertical veloei ty is snoi...m in

meters per second with positive values indicatin8 updraft and neeative
values do\�draft. In the first five minutes, the vertical velocity

profile was relatively constant, r.owever, the next five minutes

showed a general weakening of the updraft through all levels wi th the

depth of the downdraft region increasing. At a time of fifteen

minutes, the downdraft is most pronounced reachinp a maxirrnwm depth
-1

of 6,000 meters and a maximum strenPotr. of 15.9 m sec at the

surface. 3y the twentieth minute, the dOv-Jrldraft had decreased only to

reoccur somewhat weaker around the twentyfifth minute producing a

pulsating character in the vertical velocity profile.

Unuid 1}ater Cont.errt , Fig. 2 shows a time-height cross section

of liquid precipitation content in units of grams of wa t.er per

kilogram of air (pm k�-l), but this can be used to approximate the

liquid water content of the cloud since once the precipi ta tion is

f'crmed , it dominates over t.r.e other forms of cloud water. A buildup
of water is evident by the fifth minute centered around 1200 meters.

�his increase continues and spreads to lower levels reachinG a

maximum value of over 20 gm kg-I. At eight minutes, precipitation

began reaching the surface with tr.e hardest shower occuring around

the eighteenth minute. This corresponds well ",'lith the occurrence of

the rnaxi.rmm downd raf't., Af't.e rwa rd s , there appears to be a lull in the

shower with the liquid water content decreasing at all levels.
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Fig. 1 Tine-hei�ht cross section of vertical velocities
in the cloud.
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content of the cloud.
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1.. The Physics of Hail �;rowth

g_<? sic Coric eot.s , P.ailstones rrow primarily in the updrafts of

convective storms. An important require�ent for the velocity of the

updraft, and by ioplication, the severity of the stor�, is the

updraft velocity must be great enoueh to hold the hailstones aloft

long enough for them to grow to the observed sizes.

A hailstone embryo� the beginning of a hailstone» may be either

a frozen drop or a graupel partical, a snowflake cluster which has

obtained a coating of ice by collisions with supercooled droplets.

Only embryos resulting from the freezing of drops were considered

in t.ri s study.

A hailstone is heavier than the wa ter drops and droplets

surrounding it and so falls faster than the latter do relative to

the upCraft, and in the process, collects or swe�ps up some of the

drops and d ronl e t.s t.ho t are in its pa th , l'.'lOst of the drops and

droDlets are in the supercooled state at temperatures below freezing.

The growth of hailstor.es bv the accretion of droplets is

controlled by a heat balance be tween the hailstone and its envi ronrnent.,

If the hailstone is able to freeze quickly aU the water it col1 ects,

it is in a phase kno�n as dry erry�th. Ice deposited in this phase

is often opaque since many air bubbles are trapped in tr.e process

and is called rime ice. The temperature of the h·ilstone surface

stays at a temperature between 0°8 and that of t.he envi ronr.ent ,

However, if the heat exchange is not sufficient to freeze all the

deposi ted VJa ter Lrnmed ia tely, it has time to spread over the surface

of the stone before freEzing. �he hailstone is said to be under�oing

wet ,"To'Nth and any deposi ted ice is transparent since it f'reezes

relatively slowly and f'ewer air bubbles are trapped. This glaze
ice surface renains at a temperature of aoc. Another possibility
is that the part of the water thAt freezes formsa framework which

aids in the retention of the rest of the liquid water. The resulting
ice-��ter mixture is called spon�y ice.



Hrtil�tone \'rOVJt� Sourttions. The equations of r,rawth of a hailstone

are obtained by considering the heat transfer to and from the hailstone.

Such transfer consists of conduction, evapora tion-sublirna tion, and

accretion. In the following derivation, heat transfer3 from the

hailstone are treated as positive.
The conduction term .iccoun ts for the transfer of sensible hea t

to 'end from the hoilstone depending on whether it is co'Ider or warmer

than its environment. Following a development by Byers (1965), the

sensible heat conducted from the stone is given by,

dQ /d t:w -4nRaKT,
s '

(1)

where R is the radius of the hailstone, a the ventilatjon factor,
K the conductivity of the air, and T is,_the temperature in °C.

The latent heat transfer due to evaporation is given by,

4vRaLDllf, ,
w

(2)

The combined heat transfer is,

(3)

The transfer of heat by accretion involves two processes. The

first is the transfer of latent heat of fusion to the hailstone as

collected_supercooled droplets freeze to the stone. Second, the

sensible heat of the col] ected droplets is also t.ransf'er-ret to the

�ailstone. The trans�€r of l�tent heat of fusion is �iven by,

(4)

y.l�sre U'1' is the ha.i.Ls tone t.ermi.naI veloei ty, " the liquid water
i.

co�tent of the air, and Lf the latent heat of fusion.

The transfer of sensiblF. heat due to accretion is given by,
2

dOs/dt = iT'R DT"T. (5)

�he co�bined effect of accretion would be,

dQC/dt = lrR2UT1t(Lr+T). (6)

Dry growth would result when dCv/dt) dQc/dt �nd the growth

rate would be �iven by,
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where {;. is the densi ty of the coa tin� of rime.
r

�.'.fet growth would occur when dQc/dt ""7 dGjdt, and would be

expressed by the heat balance,

Substitution and manipulation of this equation results in,

where ( is the density of the ice.o
e

•

Equation (8) also �as used to calculate the melting rate of

hailstones.

Three different schemes were used to determine terminal

veloci ties of the hailstones depend inr: on their size, and t.heref'ore ,

the range of their Reynolds nwnber. A development of these schemes

can be found in the Appendix.

Assumutions Prtde. For lack of information on the exact physical
conditions of a growin� hailstone, the following assumptions were

made:

(1) \<'fa ter Shells. It was aasuned that whenever a hailstone \'JaS

undergoing wet �rawth, excess water that was collected a�d could not

be frozen, was shed in the wake of the hailstone. Chung and Chen

(1974) found that water ��y exist as a shell on the surface of

hailstones \�th a radius of less than 0.45 em but that thick water

shells on larger stones were unstable. In fact, the lar8er the

hailstone, the sDaller the water shell that could exist in equilibrium.

(2) Liquid \\Tater Content. In a similar fashion to the first

assumption, we assumed that the hailstone could not undergo 8pDDgy

growth, or stated differently, that there Has no Lnt.e rriaL liquid wat.er

in t�e hailstone. Basis for this assllinption CODes from a study of

nine ha i Ls torrns by :;itlin, et ale (1968) in which 9Cf� of the hail

stones sa�nled had less than 4� liquid water content.

(3) Collection �fficiencieg. The collection efficiency of the

hails tones wa s a ssu.ncd to be uni ty for drops and droplets, and zero
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:'or ice crystals. According to \Yisner et ale (1972), the fact that no

c Loud c r-y s t.i l s were collected would cause the wet grovrth rate to be

undere3tiI�ted by a small amount s'nce their collection would have

reduced the rate at which heat must be lost to the environment to

balance the heat gained due to accretion. However, the a;)s��ption is

likely to have little effect on the dry p,rowth rate since the

collection of ice cry.s taLs by dry, cold hailstones is very low

anyway ,

(4) Density of the Hailstones. For wet growth, an ice denstiy
-3of 0.9 gm cm was used, a value r1greed upon by nost authors. The

density resultin.� from dry growth has a P.1Uch wider range of reported

values but a value of 0.7 Gm cm-3 was used in accordance with

earlier work done by Das (1962).

'). Results

Sanple :ra jec tor.i es , Four sizes of embryos were started at six

d.i f'r'e rent heights resulting in twentyf'our hailstone life histories.

Instead of presenting the results on all of them, we present a s��ll

sample by way of illustrating the main conclusions.

�g. 3 shows the trajectories of threE. hailstones which started

at a height of 8,000 meters but differed in the size of the ccbryos
on which they formed. In the figure, the solid line indicates dry

growth, the d2. ned line shows wet growth, the dotted line shows wr.en

the ha iLs t.one \'':25 melting, and the dot-dashed line refers to when the

hailstone re::1·:�ined t ne aarie size. Due to the preliminary nature of

this s tudy , t.r.e model wa s run for a simulated cloud life of thirty

Curve 1 :'s the "(,rajsctory of a hailstone resul tin£; from an

embryo of 0.18 em d i arnet.er and ma s s 0.003 gfi1 - the sna.l l.e s t embryo
considered. By compatinp; it to Fig. 1, we see that it quickly rose

above the u;xlrC".. ft ma�ir::ur:J into a part of the cloud wi t.h Low wa ter

conter. t mos tly cc:-.,:y):1cd of ice cr-y s taI s where it r;reVJ ver:1 slowly.
Tn fact, �a r t of the ti me � t had zero �rov.rth as illu::, t ra ted by the

d Q, t-ciashed 1 i ne.. \) ring t.hi s time, it was in a region o: the cloud
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w.i th a Lempe rn tu re beLow -400 C and all the cloud subs tance was in t!l':.

form of ice crystals. Its very slow growth enabled it to remain above

the updraft maximum for the entire thirty minutes at the end of which,
it had a dLlI:16 ter of 1.14 cm and O. 56 ....gm mass �

Curve 2 is the trajectory of a hailstone starting from an

embryo of d iame t.e r 0.26 CI:1 and mass 0.0088 gm. The hailstone vTci.8

ini tially blown urwards in the s t rong updraft, but as i t f�revl the

u�iraft also weakened causing it to fall dawnw�rd. However, the

stone melted before reachin� the ground. A maY�mum diameter of

1.20-en and o. �2� prr. mass was reached before file1 ting began.

The t ra ,iectory shown by curve 3 resulted from an embryo of

0.52-cm d.ivme t.e r , the La rr-e s t considered, with a mass of 0.07 .£Sm •

It a l so was ini t.La l l v blown upva rd s bu t eventually turned back

d ownwa rd , The maxjmurn diameter it achieved was 2.00 em and it

reached the ground 1.00 ern in daarne t.er wi th a mass of 0.16 gr:t •

ComparinG curves 1, 2, and 3 reveals a trend of increasing

initial wet growth in the hailstone life history. This probably has

two causes: first, the size of the embryos co�sidered were larger for

each succeEdinp hailstone. The larger embrJos were able to collect

more liauid water and thus had an increase in its tendency toward

wet �rowth. Second, by referrin;s to Fig. 2 , we see that there wa s an

increase in the Li.qu i.d-wa t.er- content at the hei ah t where the embryos

initially were. This would have the effect of increasinG the

collection of water, and thereby making the hailstone grow in the

'.-J€ t mod e •

Fig. 4 SflOVIS the trajectories of three hailstones which be/zan

du rinr; the dov.mdraft. �he same line scheme desipnc:.. ted for �i.s. j

was used. All the ha i Ls t.one s started at a heigh t of 7,500 meters ("::..:10

r�n;:;ed in size fro;:]. 0.26 cm diar:1eter and o.oess gm 02.SS, to 0.52 cm

dia.rneter .md 0.07 ;:m :1aSS. �!on€ of the hailstones experienced em

up"Jard traj ec tory and all irur,ediate Iy began to fall. Theref'o r-e ,

their f!rO':\th period was very short and they did not survive the

rne L tin� wLi c h took place. A diane ter of o. 70 ern and a mass of

0.1'7 p;m was tll€ r:1c":XL:lwn any of the haiLs tones at:.ained.
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Fig. 5 shows �)lf) trajectories of three hails tones which began
apr-r-ox irm t.e l.v t.cu IJ�nuIA�s later in the simulated life of the cloud.

'l'h oy ;l11 bc.',:1Yl du r i ru: tho final stnf�03 of the downdraft in the cloud

and the rc su r.te of Lh e updraft. Curve 1 i!J the trajectory of the

sriaIL O.H3 cm, 0.003 P}TI enbryo , Initially it fell for approximately
three minutes, but as the downdraft began to weaken and an updraft

began to take its place , the hailstone was small enough to be blown

upwar-de , It continued to p,row in its path upward until reaching the

unper c1oud, co�posed almost entirely of ice crystals, where it

remained the same size. At the end of the thirty minute period it

had a diameter of only 0.52 ern and a mass of 0.053 �m.

Curves 2 and 3 are embryos of the same size as that in curve 1

but which started lower in the cloud. They also initially fell but

were carried upward in the resurge of the updraft. However, they

ra8ained in a part of the cloud where f,rowth was possible, and at t�e

end of the thirty minuts, they had begun to fall again wi th d i r.me t.e r s

of 1.1 cm and 0.82 co and masses of 0.58 gill and 0.41 P-F1 r'espe c t.LveLy ,

Develonoent of Internal Structure. The hailstones produced by the

model had .int.e rnaL structures consisting of al terna te rings of clear

and opaque ice, characteristic of those found in nature. 'rhese

rinr�s correspond to the periods in the life of the hailstone when

it wa s experiencinp: wet or dry growth.

Fig. 6 shows the development of the internal structure of

t\�O hailstones. The hailstone reaching the ground corresponds to

the hailstone whose trajectory is shown as curve 3 in FiG. 3. Both

stones had a maximum of three rings before melting began. The one

reaching the t=;round had retained its two inner rings.

?ig. 7 shows the internal structure of the hailstone whose

trajectory is curve 2 in Fig. 5. At tr.e end of the thirty minutes,

it consisted of four rings and was still growing. It is unfortunate

th::..t our limited objective did not permit following this hailstone

for a longer peFiod.
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Fig. 6 JeveloDment of the internal ring structure of hailstones
f'o'lLowing a simple up-and-down trajectory.

6. Conclusions

The results of the study indicate th�t hailstones would reaoily

be produced by the cor.d; tions sirrrula ted in the nume r.i ccI mode l.,

�he re3ult�n� h���stones Rrew, in �ost cases, during their traverse

a Ion; c1 si:-n:;le :]:)«i:'.d-do\lIJ'r1 trajectory and had an inter:--Ld riD?,
s t.ruc tu r-s c:'-,'i"_c-:_=:''::',;;,t-ic of naturalJ.y occurrin-; hailstones. .rowever ,
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Jev�-:_'J;-"! ien t of the internal ring structure of hailstone

hailstones traDDed 2bove the level of maximun vertical velocity erew

very slowly or even not at all. In three-dimensional situations,

represented by a real cloud, horizontal motion would eject these

hailstones out of the re=ions near the top of the cloud. Post hail

stones produced, r1!ltcd before reaching the ground} eSPecially
those w�:ich be,,;;:;.]! to =r. ':: rji.lr:i ng the existence of the downd raf t.,
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APPENDIX

DET 1:;1 )Hm ATICN OF H AILSTO'·j E TEJUIDJ ;'.L VaOCITY

Three different schemes were used to determine terminal

velocities of the hailstones depending on their size, and therefore,
the r�nf,e of their Reynolds number. Followine Berry and Praneer (1974),
the methods involve the comou t.rtion of CDRe2 wher-e CD is the drag
coefficient of the hailstone, and Re is the Reynolds number. This

quantity is independent of fall velocity rtnd can be determined by
the eouation,

where m is the r.1.J.ss of the hailstone, g the acceleration of gravity,

� is the air density, and 't the dynamic viscosity. The first two

Qethods of deterr.Qnine terminal velocity, ror hailstones of radius

less than 1. 5 crn but differing in their range of cD?e2 , involved

a least-squares curve fit to er.1p.rical data relating CDRe2 as a

function of Re. It was necessary to make a Lo=ar-i thmic curve fi t
2

for the 1:2 ri';e r values of CnHe wi thin this rv.nr;e , The coefficients

for the resulting pol��omials are given by Davies (1945).
ror hailstones of radius greater than 1.5 cm, the drab coefficient

was assumed to have a constant value of 0.55, a value recommended

for spherical hailstones by Eacklin and Ludlam (1961).
Once the Reynolds number is determined, the fall velocity is

given by,

where r is the radius of a spherical hailstone.


